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Welcome to FootfallCam Reseller
Program
FootfallCam Reseller Program is designed to help resellers capitalise on FootfallCam market leadership in the
people counting system industry. We view our partners as an extension of our team, playing a key role in the
overall success of our company. FootfallCam is committed to helping you succeed by providing you with
extended resources, services and benefits to grow your long-term business opportunity. We provide a
knowledge-based platform to train our partner to maintain your competitive advantages in the market.
The FootfallCam Channel Partner Program is open to value-added partner, system integrators and complete
solution providers. Once your enrollment is accepted, we welcome you to the program as a reseller. The
program is an organised program for all our resellers to receive special volume pricing on units of FootfallCam
and be able to emulate the winning template of FootfallCam as the leading people counter in the industry, in
their region.

Core values of FootfallCam
•
•
•

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

FootfallCam offers competitive pricing due to be the in-house manufacturer and developer of hardware
and software.
FootfallCam offers a path for prospective partners to grow the people counter market while it is still at its
infancy stage.
FootfallCam is the most trustworthy people counter in the market due to the transparent conveyance of
the accuracy of the people counting device to the users.

Why join the FootfallCam family?
The FootfallCam Reseller Program aims to deliver exceptional value and reward partners for their
commitment to FootfallCam. Your membership provides:
•
•
•
•
•

Members will be able to participate in an organised shared success in the people counting industry.
Provides training on sales and technical support.
Effective engagement with FootfallCam
Access to tools and resources to develop new opportunities and grow your business
Access to training on outbound leads generation
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1. Market potential
I. Opportunities evaluation
Retail analytics and footfall counting, already a considerable focus of industry interest, are primed for a
significant “growth spurt” during the next few years. Looking across 10 major retail sectors, ABI Research has
projected that this market will grow to over $3 billion by 2018.
Much of this growth will come from existing technologies, such as people counting combined with smartphonebased technologies. These will bring the retail market higher levels of analytics, including passer-by, storefront
conversion, dwell times, visit frequency, cross shopping and traffic pathing.
More than 80% of retailers are missing out on sales opportunity and paying needless costs because they don’t
have the visibility on the customer behavioural data like the number of visitors, passer-by, turn in rate, dwell time
etc. The need for people counting applications increases in parallel with the changing requirements of several
sectors. The retail sector, with large numbers of shopping malls, chain stores and restaurants, is one of the
sectors which have an increasing demand for people counting applications to support security systems and
analyse customer behaviours to improve advertising activities.
People counting technologies provide valuable data regarding determining traffic flow, identifying traffic trends
over time, optimizing labour, justify sales conversion and enabling more effective facility management.
Understanding traffic patterns allows for cost effective and efficient labour scheduling. For example, the store
should allocate more staff on Friday and Saturday to serve the higher shopper traffic. Or another example, low
traffic in the morning, store operation manager can postpone the opening hour.
While EPOS and CRM provide customer measures after a sale has been made, retailers often have no accurate
way of assessing how many customers have turned away without making a purchase. Knowing the traffic pattern
and volume of your people traffic is almost a prerequisite for success in retail because it’s the only way to gain the
necessary intelligence on three decisive factors:

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

1. The sales conversion rate

2. The true impact of any sales or marketing campaign.
3. The most cost-effective way to deploy staff.

Using video to count people also gives greater insight into the traffic trends of an individual store. Each store is
different with a different customer mix. One store may have a large customer influx after school on Wednesday
while another one may have their busiest period on Sunday morning. People counting gives management a
greater insight into the opportunities presented by recurring surges of customers at specific times; enabling
them to better plan their staff level and offerings to ensure maximum advantage is leveraged at each location.
With the winning feature set of FootfallCam, it would effectively illustrate to your customer the business value of
your solution in the different target market.
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FootfallCam has been working with partners from different industries and background. FootfallCam is regularly
analysing the potential worth and value of different industries throughout a global scale. FootfallCam will work
with all interested resellers in profiling their region to determine the area resellers should focus efforts on in
marketing and support.
The table below is a sample of how FootfallCam profile each country and will be a part of the discussion during
the initial meeting with all prospective resellers.

Malaysia
Market size
Penetration of people
counters

Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall

149,652
336
23%
8%

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Prospective partners are expected to review the existing market potential of their country prior to the initial
meeting with FootfallCam. Some of the additional information that the reseller would need to determine prior to
the initial meeting with FootfallCam personnel to be a reseller is as follow:

MARKET LANDSCAPE
Potential market
Number of competitors
Competitors in the market
Competitors’ customers

Number of retail chains
Number of shopping mall
Name of competitors in the market
Name of customers that have installed people counters in the market

Note:
For more details on market landscape and the details the resellers should be aware of in their region,
please refer to Appendix B: Term sheet.
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2. Types of partnership
I. Trade account or reseller
FootfallCam offers two different form of partnerships available for prospective partners. Each of the partnership
presented by FootfallCam offers different advantages and limitations. All partners are required to meet the sales
standard and FootfallCam certification standard. FootfallCam recognises each partner’s unique capabilities and
includes benefits and requirement consistent with their commitment to selling and marketing of FootfallCam
comprehensive solution.

Option 1: Trade account
Rebranding the FootfallCam into the brand of the partner, integrate the people counting solution with their
existing service and product offering, and pricing the units at their own price range. These are some of the many
benefits and privileges a partner holding a Trade Account with FootfallCam will be capable of exercising. The
Trade Account partnership offers partners with the most freedom and control over their product, while still
receiving a trade price and lowered volume pricing.

Option 2: Reseller
A Reseller will have less flexibility in the reselling of FootfallCam but will be able to experience more benefits and
support from FootfallCam. The reseller must sell the product using the FootfallCam branding and following the
MSRP guidelines provided by FootfallCam.
Option 1: Trade account

Option 2: Reseller

Trade Account partnership offers partners with
the most freedom and control over the product.
The partner will be able to conduct the following:

Integrate FootfallCam with their existing
service and product offering

Provide value added services in
addition to FootfallCam as a
complimentary product or service

Is not confined to the selling and
marketing of a singular region

Price at their own range

Rebrand the hardware and software

Resellers that are well versed in the marketing
and technical function. Resellers are committed
to the business practices of FootfallCam and will
work be responsible for:

Generating outbound sales lead

Provide first line technical support to
their own customers

Exclusively sell FootfallCam and no
other people counting solutions

Translate the provided sales material,
technical material, and marketing
material to their local language

Offer FootfallCam solution at MSRP
pricing stipulated by FootfallCam

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

This form of partnership offers the most
flexibility to the partner as they can price the
units as they wish, as well as putting their
own branding onto our hardware. The Trade
Account partnership have no minimum sales
requirement to meet, nor are there any form
of certification that the partner is required to
pass to be approved. There is no quarterly
review on the status and performance of
Trade Accounts.

I am interested in a trade
account
For more information on Trade Accounts,
please review the Trade Account Info Pack
available here.

F100325-15

Some of the benefits that are provided to the
Reseller that will conduct the following is:

Receive more sales benefit from
FootfallCam (will receive marketing
training, insider development notes,
sales lead from FootfallCam)

Will receive sales lead projection
workspace with FootfallCam to map
out the plan for best prices to sell to
customer

Exclusive FootfallCam marketing
website designed by the
FootfallCam team for marketing
(http://shoppercount.com.my/)

Google AdWords and SEO
optimisation training

I am interested in being a
reseller
For more information, please continue
reading on in this document.
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II. Resellers’ model
There are three tiers of Resellers. Each tier of Reseller will impose new challenges for the partner to overcome
while at the same time, granting uncompromised benefits. All Reseller are encouraged to aim to become a Gold
Authorised Reseller to receive exclusivity in the distributorship of the FootfallCam within their region. When a
partner becomes a Reseller, they are automatically recognised as Bronze Reseller.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

100

500

1,000

500
5

2,000
10

8,000
20

Requirements
Sales Target (per
annum)
Cold Call Prospects
Written Case Studies

III. Resellers’ benefits
FootfallCam Resellers are partners that deal on behalf of FootfallCam and are essentially extension of the
FootfallCam business. Resellers are offered in depth marketing, sales, and technical materials, comprehensive
training sessions, and volume pricing incentives to earn high margin.
Some benefits provided for all resellers are:

Reduced pricing incentive based on accumulative purchases that incrementally increase the larger
volume of accumulated purchase

Media packs and relevant materials such as datasheets, product information pack, user manuals, and
raw images FootfallCam used in advertisement

Reseller website will be provided for all Authorised Resellers that have demonstrate their knowledge
about the product

Proof of concept will be provided to demonstrate and showcase the FootfallCam hardware and
software

Sales lead that approaches FootfallCam directly will be passed to capable Authorised Resellers within
the region

Contact Us for
Common benefits for all tiers
DetailedSales
Information

Volume Pricing
Partners of FootfallCam will be given a wholesaler volume pricing based on the cumulative number of units
they purchased.
Online Webinar Sales Training
FootfallCam partner will be video guides and webinars that allows them to emulate the success FootfallCam
experience in selling people counters. Partners will be given the template for them to emulate the same
success FootfallCam has through a series of webinars on sales tactic, cold call lists, email templates for
enquiries and cold call scripts.
Welcome Kit and Recognition Certificate
FootfallCam partner will be given a certificate stating that they are an official reseller of FootfallCam products
and will be awarded with a reseller badge.
Geographic Exclusivity
FootfallCam authorised resellers will be awarded an exclusive region to market and deal FootfallCam products
in. The region will be decided based on regional competitiveness, partner’s competency, and recent activity.
Sales Lead Passing
FootfallCam will automatically passes all new enquiries that are received from the geographic region to an
authorised reseller within the region. The authorised reseller that will receive the sales lead will be based on
recent activity and cumulative sales purchase.
Skype Training
FootfallCam will issue Skype training to all authorised reseller in guiding them how to use the new features
FootfallCam has to offer, in addition to the recent developmental changes that will be made on the
FootfallCam.
Non-Compete Clause
FootfallCam authorised resellers will be able to receive a no compete clause to lockdown their customers for a
period of three months. During the period, no one including FootfallCam personnel will be allowed to approach
the customer. This is not applicable for sales lead given to the partner by FootfallCam.
Dedicated Account Manager
Partners will be assigned a dedicated account manager from one of FootfallCam personnel. The account
manager will prioritise the enquiries and issue the partner is dealing with.
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Technical
Online Webinar Training
Partners of FootfallCam will have complete access to online technical webinar training and documentations
that they will be able to use in the operation of FootfallCam. Partners will also have access to miscellaneous
supporting documents FootfallCam use to diagnose issues with the FootfallCam.
API Integration
Partners will be able to augment the FootfallCam with open customisable API integration with the FootfallCam
device.
ePoS Integration
Partners will be able to retrieve sales data from the over 60 compatible ePoS systems.
Automatic Firmware Upgrade
FootfallCam will automatically upgrades itself to the latest firmware version containing all the newest bug fixes
whenever a new firmware version is released by FootfallCam development team.
Skype Technical Training
FootfallCam technical personnel will provide training via Skype or Onsite to the partner guiding them on the
usage of different features.
Prioritised Technical Support
FootfallCam will offer prioritised support if an urgent situation has arisen. FootfallCam will assign dedicated
support personnel to each partner to aid them in rectifying all technical issues.

Benefits based on tiers
The benefits that are conferred to Authorised Reseller will be generous and varies based on the different ranking of the
Authorised Reseller. The table below summarises in close approximation the benefits that differs for Authorised Resellers
based on their tier.

Requirements
Sales Target (per
annum)
Cold Call Prospects
Written Case Studies

Contact Us for
Bronze
Silver
Detailed Information

Gold

100

500

1,000

500
5

2,000
10

8,000
20

30%
12
0%

40%
12
50%

50%
12
100%

Benefits
Margin
Minimum Order Quantity
Marketing Subsidisation
Access to Training
Materials
Media Pack
Website Listing
Dedicated Account
Manager
Sales Lead
Open Pricing Policy
Regional Exclusivity

Note:
FootfallCam does not provide exclusivity bronze and silver resellers. For resellers that are concerned
about competition with other FootfallCam resellers, they may register their lead with FootfallCam.
Exclusivity will be negotiable with FootfallCam for resellers that have achieved the gold reseller status. Once a
partner have been granted exclusivity, it will be under due review on a yearly basis.
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3. Qualify as a reseller
FootfallCam is constantly recruiting resellers that are interested in working with FootfallCam. To achieve being
the number one supplier of people counting solution globally, FootfallCam enlists the help of local resellers who
can provide local sales and support services.

I. Business activities
While FootfallCam have worked with partners of different kinds under a Trade Account, partners that would like
to sell FootfallCam brand must conduct the following:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Sell under the FootfallCam brand name
Resellers must resell, market, and distribute the people counters under the FootfallCam brand name.
Keep a surplus of FootfallCam counters in stock
Resellers must keep a surplus of FootfallCam counters in their office to be prepared to send the units
out to their customers
Follow the FootfallCam outbound marketing tactics
FootfallCam will train resellers on how to build outbound mailing lists and provide a standard email
template for all resellers to cold call and approach new leads. Resellers are expected to build outbound
lists based on the example set by FootfallCam and approach new leads
Willing to meet customers for presentations
FootfallCam will provide all resellers a sales presentation pack via the Partner Portal. Users that have
access to the partner portal will be able to use the sales presentations available from the document
based to present to their customers.
Willing to offer free trials, demonstrations, and proof of concept to customers
While it is not an obligation to offer free trials to all customers, resellers must be open to the concept of
offering demo units to customers that are high profiled, and high in potential to rollout. The offering of
demo counters to end users will serve as a proof of concept
Willing to follow up sales leads with FootfallCam bi-weekly
FootfallCam will host a meeting with resellers to catch up on all the sales progress with the current
leads, with the leads passed to the resellers by FootfallCam, and with the leads that was passed to the
reseller by FootfallCam. The catch-up meeting would also include how many outbound mailing lists was
created, how many mails was sent out, and how effective is the engagement rate. This will in turn help
FootfallCam to work with the reseller to build the perfect template for the highest engagement.
Exclusively selling FootfallCam
The reseller is expected to sell FootfallCam exclusively and no other brands of people counters.
Partners that would like to market and distribute a broad range of people counting products are
recommended to opt for a Trade Account with FootfallCam instead.
Keep a demo unit of FootfallCam for showcase
All resellers must keep a demo unit of FootfallCam readily on hand to showcase to their customers. This
demo unit should not be resold to the customer and should only be used for demonstration purpose.
The demo unit will be specifically marked with a print of “Not for resale”. The demo unit is eligible for a
discounted price on the initial purchase.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Partners that can commit to the above responsibilities must determine how many hours within a week they are
willing to put in to the marketing and sales of the FootfallCam product. A sample term sheet is as followed
detailing the commitments that should be made by the reseller is as follow:

Sample Reseller’s Commitment (in hours)
Marketing
Sales

Technical

Building outbound mailing list
Sending outbound email to build list
Committed to meeting customers
Committed to sales consultation
Committed to project management planning
Installation support for customers
Installation services provided for customers
First line support diagnosis

4 hours per week
2 hours per week
10 hours per week
5 hours per week
5 hours per week
2 hours per week
5 hours per week
5 hours per week

II. Inherent characteristics
While the above are qualifications that a reseller should be committed in to be qualified as a reseller, the
following are characteristics that a prospective reseller should have inherently to be qualified for the role of
reseller with FootfallCam. Resellers that are unable to meet the following role are advised to opt for a Trade
Account with FootfallCam instead.
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4. Resellers’ responsibilities
FootfallCam offers partners with the opportunity to capitalise on their local region based on their capacity.
FootfallCam assess each partner based on their history and potential to create an overview of Manufacturer’s
Suggested Retail Price that partners are recommended to follow. The price offered is based on the number of
services partners are willing to provide. While the margin off the FootfallCam device is not high, partners are
encouraged to offer value added services such as installation services, integration services, and accuracy audit.

I. Goals
We are looking for partners that are ambitious to establish themselves as the leading provider of people counters
in their region. Partners that are offering the people counter solution within their local region will have the
competitive advantage of offering local presence and a local service to their customers.

II. Service scope
FootfallCam provides partners with a recommended pricing based on the selection of services they would like to
offer to their customers. FootfallCam will define the service scope of the partner to define a recommended selling
price based on their offering. FootfallCam will initiate the action with all authorised reseller and undergo a
meeting to determine what level of services the partner is willing to offer, and whether if there are any additional
services offerings unique to the authorised reseller.
Sample Partner Service Scope
FootfallCam will individually work with the partner on different parts of their service offerings and explain in details
of the service they should be providing.

Delivery of Product

Invoicing of Customers

Translate Marketing Materials

Build a Website based on FootfallCam

Outbound E-Mails for leads
template

Installation Services

SEO Optimisation of website for local region

Data Integration Services

Google AdWords optimisation of website

Data Consultation Services

Contact Us for
Detailed Information
III. Trainings provided

FootfallCam understands that not all individual resellers have the comprehensive skillset to support their
customers from the sales process to the after sales support, we work closely with resellers in organising training
session to deliver the complete solution to their client.
To begin with the application of a partnership with FootfallCam, the partner should aim to fulfil the following
services.

Trainings
Sales Presentation
FootfallCam will provide all resellers with access to documentations to be able to present to their customers
during sales presentations and to market FootfallCam easier. FootfallCam will also conduct webinar to guide
resellers on how to respond to customers’ enquiries, how to gauge customers’ responses, and how to sell
people counters to customers.
Technical training
FootfallCam will provide training and guidance to resellers on how to troubleshoot and diagnose the
FootfallCam so that they may support their end users without any issue. FootfallCam will also provide resellers
with verification training so that resellers will be able to offer accuracy audit as a service to their customers
and make a margin from it.
Installation Support
FootfallCam will provide resellers with webinars and training guideline so that resellers will be able to offer
installation as a service to their end users. Resellers will also be able to offer remote installation support to
their end users or train their end users on the installation as an additional value-added service as well.
Project Manage
FootfallCam can provide training for resellers that will need to project manage a rollout for a large customer. In
this scenario, FootfallCam can work alongside the reseller on deliverables, timely updates, and reviews of
data and consultation on data analysis to the end user alongside the reseller.
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5. Profit projection
FootfallCam understands the infancy of the market in the people counting industry and will gladly assist all
partners with the technical knowhow in becoming successful in the reselling of people counters.

I. Profit per counter
$519.00

FootfallCam Price to
Partners

Profit over
5-year period

$231.00

Margin on hardware

$100.00

Margin on software

$250.00

Installation

$50.00

Project Management

$60.00

Accuracy Audit

$480.00

Support Contract

$360.00

Extended Warranty

Profit Margin
for Partners

Total Margin for
Partners = $1491.00

$2050.00

FootfallCam partners are expected to abide by the MSRP guideline stipulated on the hardware of the product.
Partners can reprice the software, installation, support, and other services they offer at their discretion for their
profitable returns. An example of how a partner should charge their end users is as follow.

Item

Contact Us for
Price Information
Price
Detailed
Partner’s
Margin

FootfallCam 3D PlusTM
FootfallCam Analytic Manager
v.8TM
Installation
Floor plan design
Accuracy Audit
Support Contract (Annual fee)
Extended Warranty (Annual
fee)
Total Cost

Accumulative
Margin

(FootfallCam to
partners)
$519.00

(partners to
end users)
$750.00

$231.00

$231.00

$0.00

$100.00

$100.00

$331.00

-

$250.00

$250.00

$581.00

-

$50.00

$50.00

$631.00

$0.00

$60.00

$60.00

$691.00

$0.00

$96.00

$96.00

$787.00

-

$72.00

$72.00

$859.00

$519.00

$1187.00

$859.00

$859.00

1

All prices are reflected under ($) USD currency.
2
Services not provided by FootfallCam are denoted with a hyphen (-).

Note:
Partners can freely adjust the orange figures according to their market price.
FootfallCam will provide all the training required to guide partners into a well-established authorised reseller
within their region. FootfallCam will be able to provide training segmented to marketing, sales, and technical.
Through the series of training, partners will be able to prioritise on earning margin based on their service offering
as opposed to just the hardware.
Note:
For a detailed projection on how partners may earn, please review the Partner Profit Projection
document available here.
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II. Revenue growth
FootfallCam partners are eligible to earn high returns with profits based on the number of FootfallCam counters
they have sold to their client. Under the outbound lead generation model from FootfallCam, the following
assumptions are made to showcase the potential revenue a partner may earn

Industry
Individual store
Retail store
Shopping mall

Market size

Lead
generated

Conversion

Number of
customers

670
1,120
100

200
700
50

5%
3%
2%

10
21
1

Once the lead has been converted to a customer, the following annual profit forecast are made under the
following assumptions on the number of counters that will be required for each type of customer

Assumptions
Industry

Individual Store

Number of Counters per Store

Percentage of Customers

2

50%

Contact100Us for
50
Detailed Information

Retail Chain
Shopping Mall

25%
25%

FootfallCam have drafted the following annual profit projection using the assumptions above:

Annual Profit Projection
Type of
Partners

Active Customers

Average Quantity of Units1

Low High Average

Individual
Store

Retail
Chain

Shopping
Mall

Profit Margin2
Total

Non-Recurring

Recurring3

Bronze
Reseller

50

200

125

125

3125

1562.5

4812.5

$2,695,000.00

$808,500.00

Silver
Reseller

200

500

350

350

8750

4375

13475

$7,546,000.00

$2,263,800.00

Gold
Reseller

750
500 1000
750
18750
9375 28875
$16,170,000.00
$4,851,000.00
Quantity of units from each industry is derived from the average number of active customers.
2
The total profit margin earning are made under the assumption that the full set of services are provided to customers.
3
Partners will not be able to earn recurring profit on the first year the end user purchased the counter.
4
All prices are reflected under ($) USD currency.
1

The table above showcase the annual revenue partners will be able to earn when they resell FootfallCam to end
users. At its minimum, partners with an average of only 15 customers per year will be able to earn an average of
over $200,000 during the first year the FootfallCam was sold to the end user. This is in addition to the $97,000
that a partner will be able to earn on a recurring basis for a maximum time of up to 5 years.
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6. Case studies
France

Compteur de Passage
Total Sales in last 12 months

157 units

Recurring Profit

$26, 376

Status

Bronze Authorised Reseller

Compteur de Passage is highly experienced in the dealing of FootfallCam in
France. Compteur de Passage was able to succeed as an authorised
distributor in France due to their exceptional service offerings to their end
users. The margin earned is not primarily from the cost of the hardware itself,
rather than the services they were able to provide to their end users. Some
services they were able to earn a margin on were installation, recurring
support contract and maintenance fee, accuracy audit services, engineer
callout and site visits services.

Hong Kong

bigboXX.com Ltd.
Total Sales in last 12 months

5,600 units

Recurring Profit

$940,800

Status

Gold Authorised Reseller

Contact Us for
Detailed Information
Download case study

United States

Download case study

bigboXX.com Ltd. is highly accomplished in the distribution of FootfallCam
and related services in Hong Kong. bigboXX can manage both end users and
resellers alike in the nation. Though bigboXX abided by the MSRP stipulated
by FootfallCam, bigboXX was still able to have high returns based on the
support and maintenance they were able to offer. bigboXX earned a recurring
payment per counter as a part of their service offering, for regular
maintenance and extended warranty.

Catalyst
Total Sales in last 12 months

67 units

Recurring Profit

$11,256

Status

Bronze Authorised Reseller

Catalyst is highly successful in the reselling of FootfallCam as well as relevant
services to its established list of existing clients due to the simplicity of the
business model of FootfallCam. Catalyst sold FootfallCam devices to all end
users at the MSRP guideline enforced by FootfallCam as they were able to
provide additional services to their customers that enabled them to earn a
profitable return. Catalyst earned from monthly recurring income based on
extended warranty and support contract alone.

Note:
For more case studies on our established resellers, please visit our Authorised Reseller page on our
website.
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7. Reseller planner
FootfallCam will work exclusively with each reseller in a planner to penetrate their market. The reseller will work
with FootfallCam to provide a suitable time frame to complete each of the following milestone. FootfallCam aims
to provide all reseller with the comprehensive skillset required to market and support the people counter device.
The following image is a rough plan of what the reseller should aim to achieve should they partake in the reseller
program.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

The reseller program will have a total of 4 phases, each with a defining purpose of helping the reseller to
understand the product, to be able to sell the product, and to be able to market the product within their local
market.
Phase 1: Officiate as reseller
1.
2.
3.

Purchase the demo unit
Access the partner portal
Review the partner welcome pack

Phase 2: Education on FootfallCam
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the installation training webinar
Review the sales documentation from the reseller portal
Review the verifcation guideline and webinar
Review the service centre training webinar

Phase 3: Marketing plan
1.
2.
3.

Review the outbound list building guide
Begin building the outbound list based on guidelines
Translate the provided outbound mailing template to local language

Phase 4: Website building
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decide on a suitable domain
Purchase the domain from a website hosting service
Point the domain to FootfallCam for access
Translate the provided domain to local language
Note:
The Gantt chart used for the reseller planner may be downloaded here.
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I. Officiate as reseller
One of the many benefits of working with FootfallCam is being a part of a community that delivers valuable
resources to help resellers globally promote and sell people counters. Prospective partners may get started to
resell FootfallCam to their clients, or to market the device from the demo package. The demo package provides
resellers with a powerful sales and marketing tool designed to introduce the FootfallCam brand to their clients.
The sales and marketing tools will be provided to all resellers that have made the initial purchase of the demo
unit.
1. Purchase demo unit
FootfallCam offers an introductory pack to all interested resellers so they can get started on the know-how
and operation of the FootfallCam device. With the introductory pack, the reseller will be eligible for the
following benefits:






Hardware of FootfallCam and all relevant accessories to operate the device
Complimentary software license for life and access to over 15 different pre-defined reports
Marketing plans and website template to market FootfallCam product
Accuracy audit and verification report for FootfallCam
Free delivery

Every account with FootfallCam is entitled to only one introductory pack. All shipment charges incurred from
the purchase of demo unit, all charges incurred from duties and tariffs are not included in the demo package
price. The demo unit offered to resellers is only entitled to one free accuracy audit and verification report. If
resellers decide to reuse the demo unit for one of their customer, FootfallCam will not conduct another
verification report.
Note:
For more information on the demo unit, please refer to our website Partner page.

Contact Us for
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2. Access the partner portal
FootfallCam offers the partner portal account for all resellers and trade account alike. Through the
FootfallCam Partner Portal Account, the partner will have access to the following FOUR modules. The
following modules are meant to serve as a guidance to the reseller in assisting their customers, as well as
serving as a point of contact to FootfallCam.

Module

Description

Simplified notifications of checking on the status of each of the counters. The partner
will have access to the health check of all their customers and will be able to determine
which counter is offline and can assist the customer in acting and resolving the offline
issue hastily.
The FootfallCam reseller portal will show a complete list of order history the user has
Order History made in lifetime value, and in the previous 12 months value.
From the page of the reseller portal, the user will be able to request for a return of
Return
merchandise. After a request has been made, FootfallCam personnel will communicate
Merchandise with the user in resolving the issue and process the request accordingly after thorough
Authorisation investigation has been conducted.
The FootfallCam reseller portal hosts a variety of reports that allows the partner to be
Customer
well versed in the reselling, operation, and the dealing of FootfallCam hardware and
Knowledge
software. The reseller portal will allow partners to have access to video webinars and
Base
documentations that are not available publicly on FootfallCam official website.
The partner will be automatically emailed the credentials and the link to access the partner portal upon completion of
purchase of the demo unit.

Project
management

Note:
For more information on the partner portal, please refer to the user guide available here.
3. Review the partner welcome pack
When the user first access the partner portal, they will be provided with the partner welcome pack. The
partner welcome pack will contain the educational materials required for resellers to understand how to
operate and to market the product. The partner welcome pack will be used as the basis of the following
milestone.
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II. Education
FootfallCam offers an advanced enterprise training module to guide partners into being a well-established
authorised reseller within their own region. When the partner has successfully completed all training and bars set
by FootfallCam, the partner will be officially certified as a gold authorised reseller of FootfallCam and be provided
with the business model template of FootfallCam to replicate in their own region.
1. Review the installation training webinar
Resellers will receive training on the standard procedure of installing FootfallCam counters, inclusive of camera
positioning, IT configurations. The documentations and webinars the reseller will need to review are as follow:

Title

Description

Link to access

One cable installation overview

A brief overview of how the installation process will go
An in-depth guide to how the FootfallCam connects to
the midspan and to the power supply
A guide on how to properly crimp the Cat5e network
cable
A guide on how to access the counter for IT
configurations after the device is installed
Installation guidebook that is found with the purchase
of every FootfallCam

YouTube video link

Cabling instructions
Crimping guideline
Accessing the counter
Quick installation guide

YouTube video link
YouTube video link
YouTube video link
Download online
document

2. Review the sales documentation
Resellers will learn of the functionalities and key features of the FootfallCam 3D+TM. They will be guided on all the
additional features and hardware that are sold by FootfallCam to ensure the counting accuracy of the counter is
optimised.

Title
Evolution of people counter
FootfallCam product info
Case studies
Unique selling proposition
Competitive analysis

Link to access

An overview of the evolution of people counters from
the first generation to the fourth generation
An in-depth guide to the hardware and software
capabilities of FootfallCam
A list of various customers of FootfallCam and how
they had utilised FootfallCam products
An offering of the difference in offerings that set
FootfallCam apart from competitors
An analysis between FootfallCam and various
competitors
A guideline on how users should market to shopping
mall users and how to determine point of installation
A booklet that guide retailers on what they can get out
of the footfall and wi-fi data generated by FootfallCam

Download online
document
Download online
document
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Shopping mall planning guide
Retail chain e-book

Description

Visit references page
Download online
document
Download online
document
Download online
document
Download online
document

3. Review verification guideline and webinar
Resellers will learn of the tools required to calibrate their FootfallCam counter to be able to generate at the most optimal
accuracy of over 95%.

Title

Description

Link to access

Offline simulator guideline

A comprehensive tutorial on how to use the calibration
software of FootfallCam. Please request for the
complete webinar from FootfallCam after purchase of
a unit

YouTube video link

4. Review service centre training guideline
Partners will learn of the methods to ensure that the FootfallCam will have a minimal downtime with training on the
diagnostics of FootfallCam if an error should occur with the counter.

Title

Description

Link to access

Integrators’ guide

A guideline for integration with ePoS and to export
footfall data to business intelligence
A guideline to troubleshoot FootfallCam based on the
LED lighting displayed
In depth document to the API script and query
required for integration
A complete manual to the operation of the
FootfallCam 3D PlusTM and FootfallCam Analytic
Manager v.8TM

Download online
document
Download online
document
Download online
document
All users will receive an
online copy when they
make a purchase

Counter diagnosis guideline
API documentation
User manual
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III. Marketing plan
Reseller will learn of the tools to use when creating outbound emails to their targeted prospects and the methods of crafting
an e-mail that will elicit a response. Reseller will compile a list of targeted industries and companies to market and advertise
FootfallCam to. Partners will learn the essentials of communicating with high end decision makers.
1. Review the outbound list building guide
Resellers are recommended to expand their reach for the marketing of FootfallCam. Prospect list building is a crucial part
of the outbound sales process and the first step begins with defining the ideal customer profile. For FootfallCam people
counter, with the scope of service and feature it provides, partners of FootfallCam should be targeting both shopping
malls and retail chains within their region.
Note:
For a guideline of the outbound list building, please refer to Milestone 5 of Partner Profit Projection.
2. Begin building the outbound list
Resellers will be given a period to work on their outbound list built to the same template that FootfallCam have built.
Once resellers have compiled a sizable number of leads, FootfallCam will provide resellers with an email template to
move forward.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

3. Translate the provided outbound mailing template
Resellers will be given an email template that the reseller may use to send to their list of leads generated. The email sent
to the generated lead should be translated to the local language of the reseller from the provided English language. For
countries that uses English as a medium of communication, this step may be omitted. A sample of the outbound email
given to reseller is as follow:

Note:
For a guideline of the outbound list building, please refer to Milestone 6 of Partner Profit Projection.
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IV. Website building
Resellers will learn about the importance of content management on their websites and how to provide relevant content that
will educate customers and entice customers to reach out for more information. FootfallCam will provide resellers with an
established website.
Note:
For a guideline on the website building process, please refer to Milestone 1 of Partner Profit Projection.
FootfallCam will provide all resellers with the template that is built from the website. As websites are the first stage to initiating
contact with potential clients. With the increasing availability of information available throughout the internet, consumers are
more likely to visit a website before making an enquiry and before buying from businesses online. However, just building a
reseller website is insufficient, as the business will be required to provide educational and informative content to display their

Website building
Sequence Milestone
1

Building a
Website

2

Search Engine
Optimisations

Contact Us for Outcome
Detailed Information

3

Google AdWords

4

Translation of
Materials

Description

Partners will learn about the importance of
content management on their websites and
how to provide relevant content that will
educate customers and entice customers to
reach out.
Partners will learn about the optimisation of
key words for web pages and the kind of
meta descriptions that will ensure high
ranking.
Partners will learn about the budgeting tips
and tricks for Google AdWords, what type of
key words to use to drive more
advertisements impression, and negative
keywords to avoid.
Partners will translate all relevant marketing
materials and supporting documents to their
local language to provide localised support.

Partner will have an established
website that displays their knowledge
and expertise.
Website of the partner will be
displayed on the first page of Google
Search organically.
Website of the partner will have front
paged ranking with an optimised
monthly budget for the impression of
the advertisements.
Partner’s website and marketing
materials will be fully translated in their
local language.

expertise on the subject matter.
All websites template built will be used for the reseller training will be in the same format as http://shoppercount.com.my/
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Appendix A: Key information
I. Exclusive Rights
Deal Registration
Deal registration is a feature provided by FootfallCam Partners’ Program in which a partner, informs
FootfallCam about a lead and is given priority for it. Once a lead is registered, the partner has 3 months’
period to close the deal. During this time other partners, or even FootfallCam sales team, are not allowed
to negotiate a similar deal with that lead. With a deal registration program in place, partners can work with
a client without having to worry about another company trying to offer the same product at a lower price.
Geographic Exclusivity Rights
FootfallCam partners will not have the exclusive right in selling FootfallCam products in the localised market.
If an authorised reseller purchases a minimum quantity of 1000 units of FootfallCam in a year from the time
of partnership authorisation, the partner will be eligible to negotiate for exclusivity in the local region. The
exclusive authorised partner will be reviewed at the end of each year. FootfallCam reserves the right to
terminate the exclusive agreement if the partner does not meet the minimum quantity of counters sold within
the 12 months’ period. FootfallCam reserves the right to terminate the agreement if there is a violation to the
agreed terms and conditions, inclusive of the partner agreement established prior to exclusivity.

II. FootfallCam Website Listing
Partners that have a proven sales record of FootfallCam will be given the opportunity to display their
information on FootfallCam website as an authorised partner. There may be more than ONE partners’
information displayed on FootfallCam website. The partners listed on the website of FootfallCam will be
review on a bi-annually basis, with partners that have not purchased any FootfallCam within a period of ONE
year or partners that have not communicated with FootfallCam within a period of SIX months be removed
without prior notice.
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Partners that would like to have their information displayed MUST have any indication of the FootfallCam
product in their website and link the FootfallCam website on their webpage.

III. Pricing

Quotation Validity
Quotation issued by FFC is only valid 30 days from the day that the quotation is sent to client. When 30 days
is past due, client may request from us again. If there are any revision in quotation requested by client,
please refer to the latest version of quotation according to the versioning displayed on the file.
Volume Pricing
The pricing displayed on the price list provided by the FootfallCam sales representative are non-negotiable
for partners and its affiliates of under THREE YEARS. Partners of over THREE YEARS with a proven sales
record will be eligible to negotiate with FootfallCam for lower volume pricing.
MSRP Pricing
Resellers of FootfallCam must abide by the MSRP presented by FootfallCam, though the cost indicated on
the MSRP price list is applicable for hardware only. Partners can list the pricing of the software, and valueadded services (such as installation, consultation, after sales support, and training) at their own discretion, at
the value they see fit for their localised market. The MSRP pricing of FootfallCam will be displayed on the
FootfallCam official website unless there is an exclusive reseller in the geographic region.
Minimum Order Quantity
All orders by Authorised Reseller will have a minimum order quantity of 12 units of FootfallCam. There is no
stipulation on the minimum order quantity for first time purchases, all subsequent orders placed by
Authorised Resellers that do not meet the minimum order quantity will be charged at the end user MSRP
pricing.
Payment Terms
All payment terms for purchases made from FootfallCam will be strictly Payment in Advance. The payment
term is non-negotiable, nor do they differ for partners of different status.
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IV. Re-Branding Opportunities
FootfallCam offers partners to expand their current product portfolio through OEM Distribution. FootfallCam
OEM Distribution program provides partners the opportunity to rebrand the white labelled product and
rebrand it as their own and sell at their own price. The MSRP guideline will still be given to OEM Distributors,
but they are not mandated to follow the guidelines. The guidelines serve as a means of guidance in pricing.
FootfallCam will not be liable if there is an authorised reseller in the same geographic region selling at a
lower pricing compared to the OEM Distributor while following our MSRP guideline.
Hardware Rebranding
FootfallCam offers re-branding opportunities to OEM Distributors. FootfallCam products are white-labelled
on both the hardware and software. OEM Distributors will be able to place their own logo and product name
onto the hardware and design their own packaging of choice, with all the necessary hardware.
Software Rebranding
Partners will be able to upload their own company name and logo on the Analytic Manager of FootfallCam
for display. However, a fine print will be stated stating FootfallCam as the original manufacturer of the
software.

V. White-Labelling Documentations
FootfallCam offers a variety of documentations to partners in either the website, or the partner portal.
Partners are not allowed to white label the documentations that are offered by FootfallCam in any way.
Partners holding a trade account status will be provided with a non-editable version of documents. Partners
holding an Authorised Reseller status will be provided with an editable version of documents that can be
used for translation into their local language. Authorised Resellers are not allowed to replicate the
documentations translated for any use other than the purpose of promoting, and reselling FootfallCam.

VI. Brand Protection
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Equipment purchased through FootfallCam, whether new FootfallCam equipment or FootfallCam Certified
Refurbished Equipment, entitles you - our customer - to FootfallCam service support, upgrades, replacement
guarantees, a valid software license, and a full warranty for a period of ONE year.
FootfallCam products which are purchased from a company that is not FootfallCam Partner, i.e. a nonauthorised reseller, is considered an unauthorised FootfallCam product. If you choose to purchase
FootfallCam products from a non-authorised reseller you are taking the following risks:





FootfallCam cannot guarantee the quality and performance of unauthorised products.
You may be supplied with a counterfeit FootfallCam product. Counterfeit products are not only
illegal, but they may cause serious damage to your and/your customers’ company network.
You will not be eligible for FootfallCam support.
You will not have a valid software license or a full FootfallCam warranty.

FootfallCam Channel Partners are under a contractual obligation to purchase FootfallCam products from
FootfallCam. FootfallCam Partners that purchase FootfallCam products from non-authorised resellers violate
their contractual obligation and may be subject to audits and/or FootfallCam may terminate their resale
agreement.

VII. Lead Time
Production Lead Time
Once an order has been confirmed, there is a production lead time for FootfallCam to process the order and
prepare the units, it must undergo several processes before a unit is ready. Each unit produced will be fully
tested to minimize the defective units being sent to client. The lead time also depends on the number of units
purchased.

Production Lead Time
Number of Units

Days for Production (Upon Order Confirmation and Upfront
Payment)

1-50

3-5

51-200

7

201-500

14

501 and above

30

Delivery Lead Time
Once the units are prepared, it will be shipped out to the designated address provided. The average delivery
time would be within SEVEN TO FOURTEEN DAYS, depending on the custom clearance.
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VIII. Shipping Information
Dimension and Weight1

Number of Units

Weight (KG)

Dimension (cm)

1

1.2

26 X 21 X 6

5

6

44 X 31 X 23

10
11
52 X 40 X 33
1Dimension and weight are subject to change without prior notice and varies according to the number of units
ordered.
Courier Service

Delivery Options
Standard1
Expedited2

Arrival Time
7 to 14 days
Within 7 days (Subject to
Clearance)

Cost
Subject to delivery address
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Customer’s Shipping
Courier will be charge customer’s shipping
Varies
Account
account directly
1Standard Delivery option uses TNT, UPS or equivalent courier service
2Expedited uses DHL or equivalent courier service
Duties and Taxes

Shipment

Buyer’s Obligation

FootfallCam Obligation

FootfallCam will be responsible for
transportation fee and assumes all
risks until the goods have arrived at
destination
All shipment will be considered under the DDU Incoterm where FootfallCam is:
A) RESPONSIBLE for the goods until the port of destination as indicated by the consignee in the order form.
B) NOT RESPONSIBLE for any duties and taxes imposed on the shipment.
Delivery Duty
Unpaid (DDU)

F100325-15
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Appendix B: Term sheet
PART A: CONTACT INFORMATION
Company Name
Point of contact
Address
Phone
Number

Email
Website
Name

Position

1.
2.
3.

Meeting attendees

PART B: MARKET LANDSCAPE
Potential market
Number of competitors
Competitors in the market
Competitors’ customers

Number of retail chains
Number of shopping mall
Name of competitors in the market
Name of customers that have installed people counters in the market

PART C: COMPANY DETAILS
Company size
Existing customer base
Primary route to market
Target market segment
Commitment (in hours)

Number of employees in the company
Number of marketing personnel
Number of technical employees
Name of existing customers and size
Targeted industries in business
What kind of customers would you market FootfallCam to?
Number of hours per week committed to marketing and sale of FootfallCam (in total)
Number of hours per week committed to building outbound mailing list
Number of hours per week committed to meeting with customers
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PART D: BUSINESS MODEL
Marketing plan

How do you plan to market FootfallCam devices in your local region?

Pricing strategy

How do you plan to charge your customers?

Other products line

What other products is the business dealing with? Are there any competing product line?

Product line preference

Which of the other product line do sales person prefer selling?

Dedicated product
manager

Will there be a dedicated personnel to manage FootfallCam line? What is their experience?

PART E: KEY ACTIVITIES
Sell the product under the FootfallCam brand name. Reseller will resell, market, and distribute the people
counter as FootfallCam
Exclusively sell under the FootfallCam brand name. Resellers cannot market and sell other brands of people
counting product.

☐
☐

Keep a surplus of FootfallCam unit in stock to prepare to send the units to clients at any moments’ notice

☐
☐

Keep a demo unit of FootfallCam for showcase to customers at all time. This demo unit should not be sold to the
customer and should only be used for demonstration purpose only
Generate outbound leads through the guideline provided by FootfallCam and willing to cold call the generated
leads to market FootfallCam products

☐
☐

Willingness to meet customers for onsite survey and sales presentation meetings
Willingness to offer customers demo units or free trials for proof of concept
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Willingness to work with FootfallCam to build a dedicated reseller website for the marketing of the FootfallCam
product

PART F: PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6

Industry

Leads generated

Emails sent

Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain
Shopping mall
Retail chain

PART G: FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

☐Quarterly

☐Monthly

☐
Contact Us
for
PART H: ACTION PLANS
Detailed Information
Weekly

☐Others:

FootfallCam to action:

Partner to action:
Are they willing to go ahead and purchase a demo unit?
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☐

